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KAJSA LARSSON
23/yo freerider from Sweden

ME

THE YEAR WAS 1995 and my mum
and dad had brought me to the Swedish mountains for the first time. I was
about to ski, two years old. I don’t
remember if I just cried the whole
session or if I laughted, anyways this
was the beginning of my skiing career. The coming years I step by step
learned how to become a real skier,
and yet I’m not there. Because there is
always something new to learn.
MY FAMILY loves to be active and since
we had a house in Sälen we spent a
lot of time there, skiing together. I’ve
always loved the fresh air and to fly
down those slopes. Ever since I was
five years old, I’ve jumped trampoline,
and learned how to control my body in
the air. This has really been positive for
my skiing just as the fact that I’m not
afraid o try new things.
TRAMPOLINE was my main sport until
I was 18 when the lack of motivation
made me quit. I began windsurfing
and did really well by winning world
championships, eouropean and
swedish nationals.
ONE YEAR after finishing scool I decided to move to Sälen and work as a ski
instructor to try something new.
It wasn’t until then I really understood
how much I loved skiing.

BEING ABLE TO ski every day and live
next to the mountains was just pure
happiness. I skied more then most
people and together with the boys
as they teached me how to rail. So we
spent every single evening increasing
ur skiing level.
THE 2014/2015 season I moved down
to Engelberg to try out freeskiing,
a new challenge in my life. It proved to
be one of the most instructive
seasons of my life. Together with my
boyfriend and a lot of very talented
skiers I learned so much at the same
time as I had so much fun! The
happiness I fell for skiing after the
season was enormous.
THE COMPETITION, Scandinavian Big
Mountain Championship, is the
biggest freeskiing competition in Sweden and I decided to try out my skills.
I was terrified but it turned out really
good. I made it to the finals and got
the title “rookie of the year”.
THIS YEAR has been spent down in the
alps, drivng around and competing at
Freeride World Qualifiers. My goal was
to be able to ski 3 star
competitions, and you know what? I
got to ski 4 star beftore since I got a
wildcard after winning the 2 star competition in Les Arcs!

WINDSURF SKATEBOARD
WAKEBOARD LONGBOARD
SURF KITE SUP HIKE

I’M A CURIOUS person and there is
always new thing to learn in life and
new adventures make. Im easily bored
and maybe thats why I’m doing many
sports at the same time. Variation is my
key in life and I love the possibility of
changing, to be able to adapt to the
conditions the nature offers.
When there is a lot of wind, go windsurfing. When there is flat water go out
on my SUP or wake boarding. When
there is waves, go wave surfing. When
there is a lot of snow, go ski pow. When
there is no snow, go ski in the park.
There is always something to do, AND
THATS WHY I LOVE LIFE!

“ROOKIE OF THE YEAR”
“IT TAKES A LOT OF COURAGE to give
it all in SBMC. It takes a lot of skills
to make it to the finals. If you make it
there is always a chance to reach the
podium. Among the women there was
a lot of experienced skiers this year.
But not all of them. And we noticed
a young woman who both tried som
new stuff and showed no respect at all.
It was not enough to win the competition, but it was enough to become the
Peak Perfomance Rookie of the Year
2015. The winner is KAJSA LARSSON”
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NEXT SEASON?

1

FWQ 3 & 4 STAR competitions this
winter and try to make it to the top
spots.

2

FOTO AND FILM this winter I
really would like to make one or
two edits. Alone or togheter with
friends. Would be cool to ski,
windsurf, surf, kitesurf and hike all
in one edit.

3

INSPIRE AND BE HAPPY this is
always one of my main goals.
Sounds so simpel but they are yet
so hard to achive every single day.

INSTAGRAM @KAJSAL

SPONSORSHIP AND MEDIA
YOU GET ME, as a advertise and a face for
your product. With my happy personality
and social competence I will help you to
spred and promote you. With a great personal interest in graphic Design and photo
I promiseto give you good material.
HOMPAGE KAJSALARSSON.COM
NOWADAYS SOCIAL MEDIA is a powerful tool,
with help of social media you can inspire
and spred the adventures and joy. My instagram contains different sports, as a result
of this I reach a lot of different people with
almost the same interests and personalities.

PUSH
IMAGES

CONTACT ME HERE
Kajsa@varamon.com
+46 70 532 02 64

